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TRAVEL CUTS 
decision making structures 

TRAVEL CUTS BOARD 
Federation National Chairperson 

Federation National Deputy Chairperson 
Federation National Treasurer 
2 members elected by Plenary 

2 members elected by the employees of Travel CUTS 

TRAVEL CUTS 
PRESIDENT 

I I 
TRAVEL CUTS TRAVEL CUTS 

CENTRAL OFFICE STAFF RETAIL STAFF 
Administrative Support Regional Managers 

Accounting Office Managers 
Marketing & Design Office Staff 

*Travel Cuts is a national travel agency wholly~owned and operated by the Federation 



NAT'L GENERAL MEETING BACKGROUNDER 

TRAVEL CUTS 
a service and an investment 

Travel CUTS is a registered for-profit company whose primary business is as a travel agency. We, the Canadian Federation of 
Students, a not-for-profit federation of students' unions, wholly own ond operate Travel CUTS. Travel CUTS is seperotely incorporated 
only because the government of Canada adopted legilslation in the mid 1970's which required oil travel agents to be incorporated 
as for-profit corporations. Otherwise, Travel CUTS would have continued to be a not-for profit service of the Federation. 

By virture of its extensive access to the student market, Travel CUTS is able to offer special rates and fare classes to students. This 
applies to airfare and, more recently, on travel with VIA rail. Travel CUTS is not only "the student travel expert", it is also consistently 
the best deal in town. Not only that, the flexibility of the student class ticket saves Canadian students hundreds of thousands of 
dollars in change fees and cancellation penalties each year. 

Since the early 1980's, the members of the Federation have invested signifcantly in their travel company through the purchase of 
Travel CUTS shares. This investment has enabled Travel CUTS to greatly expand its range of operations and sales office locations. 
Travel CUTS reaches more students in more ports of the country today than it could have without investment in the company. Travel 
CUTS also reaches more of the non-student market today than it did ten years ago. This has provided additional revenue and 
stability in a sometimes volatile industry. 

The Federation also receives a return on its investment in Travel CUTS. Unlike other companies, whose shareholders are otherwise 
disineterested investors, Travel CUTS does not receive return through dividends. Instead, the Federation requires payment of one (1) 
percent of gross student sales as a finders fee from Travel CUTS. By agreement with Revenue Canada Taxation, Travel CUTS is 
permitted ta pay the finders fee to the Federation as a pre-tax expense. 

The rate at which the Federation has invested in Travel CUTS has varied significantly year to year. In recent years, the Federation has ' -
invested increasingly fewer dollars in CUTS. CUTS strong financial performance allowed for the smaller investment during a period 
of growing expenses for the Federation. 
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ANNUAL AND CUMULATIVE INVESTMENT IN CUTS 
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Slnvestmanl In CUI& 
cicummulatln Investment 

The rate at which the Federation has invested in Travel CUTS has varied significantly year to year. In recent years, the Federation has{ 
invested increasingly fewer dollars in CUTS. CUTS strong financial performance allowed for the smaller investment during a period 
of growing expenses far the Federation. 


